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Tackling Crisis through Online Media Storytelling

▪ Current Affairs Editor at Rice Media

▪ Encourages more thoughtful approach to the news cycle

▪ Power of personal story to discuss public policy, counter negative 
public sentiment, and shape the narrative around social issues

▪ Enjoys working on in-depth profiles



TACKLING CRISIS THROUGH 

ONLINE MEDIA STORYTELLING

by: grace yeoh, current affairs editor, rice media



alternatively:

how to win (media) friends

and influence people



here are some questions you may have

over the next 20 minutes:



EXCUSE ME? HOW DOES 

STORYTELLING

SOLVE MY CRISIS?

GOT USE 

MEH?

CAN GO HOME ALREADY?!



ACTIVITY.
IMAGINE A CAT.

but first,



what does your cat look like?



but this was the cat I 

had in mind:



my point is:

we tell ourselves different stories about the world. 

this colours our views, and shapes our expectations

of everything.

including online media.



knowing that,

how can you address the preconceived biases

towards online media?

how can you use online media storytelling to help

your brand recover from a crisis?



why do the biases exist?



FEAR.
especially in the singaporean context.



failure

weakness

loss of face

shame

fear of:

that’s completely understandable.



criticism

personal attacks

cyber-bullying

shame

fuelled by:





DISTRUST.
expectation vs reality of online media.



unreliable

unbalanced

inaccurate

sensational

expectation:



wide audience

accessible

relevant

reality:



OWN YOUR STORY.



reclaim your narrative:

a single message that you want to put out across all 

media coverage

this is the one point that you want everyone to 

remember about your brand even if they forget 

everything else



illuminating.



intentional.



insightful.



language matters:

metaphors, similes, analogies, satire, self-

deprecating humour, references to pop culture are all 

part of reputation management.

shows relevance and understanding of cultural 

nuances.









the core of a good story

is honesty.



be vulnerable:

admit you’re sorry. be specific about your mistakes. 

take ownership. 

but don’t just say you’ll do better. be specific about 

how.



THE MEDIA.
YOUR ALLIES, NOT ADVERSARIES.



a good story begins with

a good relationship

with a reporter.



a good relationship with a reporter:

needs to be built years before a crisis happens. 

should be constantly cultivated. could reduce 

brand damage.

in a crisis, these reporters are your unpaid 

spokespeople.



PRACTICAL STEPS.



a crisis is a chance for change.

and change is the only constant.



1. never underestimate 

the power of a cold email.





2. follow up even when 

there’s no news to pitch.



3. develop a 

meaningful relationship, 

not a transactional one.



4. offer the reporter access to exclusive

information. 



COURAGE IS 

TERRIFYING.
but this is what the media

and the public want to see.



evade

lie

hide

deflect

don’t dos:



uh ok. so what 

should you do?



AUTHENTICITY:

what’s your track record of being accountable and 

taking responsibility? have your actions measured 

up to your words in the past?



a good reporter can sense your authenticity based on 

non-verbal cues: are you comfortable with silence? 

are you afraid to say ‘i don’t know’? do you reveal 

half-truths about facts that are already public 

knowledge?



HUMILITY:

don’t be driven by ego to say or do anything. false 

modesty is playing up your sacrifices; inability to 

laugh at one’s situation.



TRANSPARENCY:

how much truth do you owe the media? there is a 

difference between a personal and a private story.



EMPATHY:

how much empathy should you show stakeholders? 

is there such a thing as excessive empathy? is 

excessive empathy false empathy?

the key is specificity. clarity is kindness.



most importantly, remember: a 

good company culture speaks for 

itself.



your lowest ranking staff are your 

most honest ambassadors.



grace@ricemedia.co




